The original mobile utility scaffold - the baker™ Scaffold - is one of the most popular single pieces of maintenance equipment in the world! Its dependability and versatility make it indispensable to thousands of contractors. The baker™ Scaffold is also used extensively for maintenance work in office buildings, industrial plants, institutions, malls, churches, and government buildings.

You just can't find a quicker, more cost-efficient way to get off the floor and up to the job. The baker™ Scaffold is:

Adjustable. . . in 3" increments from 1'8" to 5'8". Platform height can be changed easily to achieve exactly the right working height for any job. Heights up to 24' are possible by adding additional height units.

Adaptable. . . because it's so easily adjusted, the baker™ Scaffold can be adapted to stairs, ramps, and other uneven surfaces. The baker™ is ideal for working over furniture, equipment, and other floor obstacles.

Portable. . . because it fits easily through a standard doorway. The baker™ Scaffold is quick and easy to set up and take down, with no tools required. Unassembled, the baker™ Scaffold occupies about the same storage space as an ordinary step ladder.

Versatile. . . baker™ Scaffold units are designed so they can be used as a single unit, or can be stacked to provide additional working height levels. Guard railing, outriggers, and other accessories are available to make scaffold units usable in a variety of special applications.
baker™ Scaffold Features . . .

- **Convenient Hand Grip Holes on Wood Walkboards** - Two smooth cutouts located at the center of the walkboard provide a gripping area for easy handling.

- **Hold Down Clamps** - Spring loaded clamps offer added stability to the work platform area by providing a means of securing the walkboard in place.

- **Panelized Guard Rail System** - **baker™** Guard Railing System provides a protected work platform area and features easy installation. Through the use of guard rail sockets, and toeboard positioners that accommodate either 6" steel toeboard (available from **baker™**) or wood, **baker™** Scaffold keeps guard railing and toeboards at the platform level at all times.

  *Shown with 6" Steel Toeboards. Can be purchased without toeboards. See price list for details.

- **Outriggers** - Increased working heights can be achieved by installing outriggers at the base of the scaffold unit. Units can then be stacked to reach maximum working heights of 23' 6" (3 times the minimum base dimension**).

  **baker™** recommends and some states limit the freestanding tower height to be 3 times the minimum base dimension. Consult your state and local codes for compliance information. Current OSHA codes allow 4 times the minimum base dimensions. Guard railing and toeboards are recommended on scaffold units where the platform level exceeds 4' in height. However, OSHA requires guard railing at all platforms 10' and higher.

- **5" Rear Locking Casters** - All 5" Casters have a 220# capacity rating, and come complete with a 2" Snap Pin.

**All **baker™** Scaffolds feature a powder coated finish. An environmentally friendly process, powder coating is the finest metal finishing technology available today.**